"Nationalists are not bent either by bullets or prisons!"-Nikolaos Michaloliakos"
The ultimate proof that the West has no actual democracies can be found in the dozens
of cases since the end of the Second World War in Europe of the “democratic”
governments shutting down nationalist movements and parties.
Democracy is as Corneliu Codreanu said “Democracy serves big business. Because of
the expensive, competitive character of the multiparty system, democracy requires
ample funds. It therefore naturally becomes the servant of the big international Jewish
financiers, who enslave her by paying her. In this manner, a nation's fate is placed in the
hands of a clique of bankers.”
If a movement on the Right, Left, or even the Center actually challenges the Jewish
financiers or their Gentile lackeys, they become the enemy of “democracy” in the eyes
and rhetoric of the Establishment.
Just as the international community determines “human rights abuses” by which side a
movement or nation is on, same with what is acceptable in a democracy. Israel is the
most condemned nation in the United Nations for human rights abuses, but no
punishment is ever levied against them for their frequent bombings of foreign nations
without a declaration of war, assassinations of political leaders in other nations, and
utilizing banned weapons like white phosphorous in their genocidal campaign against
the Palestinians. Instead of being punished for their war crimes, Israel is called “our
greatest ally” by American politicians on both sides of the aisle.
Saudi Arabia, due to its alliance with the United States and Israel, is a nation that has
torture, frequent executions, and clear violations of international law; but they are a
“moral ally” in the eyes of the international press.
On the flipside, when Serbs decided to defend themselves after the breakup of the
USSR from Muslim jihadis, they were “war criminals” for the crime of defending their
families and were bombed by the US Air Force and then had their leaders dragged into
kangaroo courts.
Everything is subjective when it comes to the views of the Western oligarchs and the
puppet states they control. Freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, and the morality
of actions all depends on what is either good or bad for this rootless international clique.
The views of the people are irrelevant in a Western democracy, only what is good for
the capitalist class. The people are not in charge of the political system in the West, only
those blessed by those with financial power are allowed to rule.

As a movement threatens the total control of the regime, the wheels of the machine
begin grinding forward to try to harass, bully, persecute, or outright ban that movement.
In Europe, the NPD in Germany has faced two ban attempts, National Action was
banned and declared a “terrorist organization” in the United Kingdom, and Vlaams Blok
was banned in 2004.
Frank Vanhecke said in 2004 when Vlaams Blok, the most popular party in Belgium at
the time, was banned "Today, our party has been killed, not by the electorate but by the
judges."
Golden Dawn, the third largest political party in the Greek Parliament, has been facing
an attempt to ban the party and declare it a “criminal organization” since 2013. What
separates Golden Dawn from every other single party in Greece is that they actually
work for and fight for the people, instead of the business interests, Zionists, or globalists;
of which the other parties have become slaves to.
Golden Dawn has even had many of its food distribution efforts, an incredible gift for the
working class and unemployed Greeks that have been pillaged by austerity and
globalism, banned as “Soup Kitchens of Hate.”
We see that even more moderate nationalist parties like the National Front in France,
the Alternative for Germany in Germany, and the Northern League in Italy have faced
harassment, increasing calls for their parties to be banned, having legally entitled funds
cut off, and persecution of activists and leaders for merely denouncing the genocidal
immigration and globalist trade policies of the Establishment.
The most recent victim of this sort of persecution is the Nordic Resistance Movement in
Finland. The Nordic Resistance Movement has been fighting for a free and National
Socialist united north for twenty years. They have been leading the way in Europe
through professionalism, charity, and fighting spirit for the eternal principles of National
Socialism.
In recent years, the NMR has grown exponentially due to the policies of countries like
Sweden and Finland to displace the people of these nations with untold numbers of
foreigners. No one but NMR speaks for the women who are raped in the thousands
every year by racial aliens, no one but NMR organizes against the traitors of both the
Left and the Right, and no one but NMR is willing to defend themselves against the

hordes of Leftist and Red violence that send the conservatives scurrying from the
streets.
This fanatical devotion to a free, united, and National Socialist north is why the
government of Finland has now banned the Finnish chapter of the Nordic Resistance
Movement. The government of Finland, like all governments in the West, are run by
traitors, cowards, and political whores. As long as the government officials are making
money, getting praise lavished on them by Jewish organizations, and know they can
comfortably retire; they will continue to take their thirty pieces of silver in exchange for
betraying their own countrymen.
The men and women of the NMR have shown that they could not be beaten, and that is
why the court stated that because NMR puts out “offending and hateful expressions”
they had to be banned. A news article on the case wrote that “The ruling stated that the
association’s activities are not protected within the rights of association and freedom of
speech, since they violate the fundamental human rights of others.”
The human rights of the victims of immigrant crime are irrelevant, the human rights of
those who face unemployment and low wages due to unlimited labor being imported by
the boatload are dismissed, the human rights of those who are having their language,
culture, and racial identity erased are secondary; because in Finland and the rest of the
West, the only human rights that appear to matter are those of the people that the elites
are bringing in to destroy us.
It is guaranteed, as a human right I might add, under the United Nations declaration on
this subject, that “The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and
exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human rights..All peoples have the right
to self-determination; by virtue of that right they freely determine their political status
and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development” and “Any attempt
aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a
country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations.”
We are guaranteed under international law to have a right to our own White nations,
with the political movement or philosophy of our choosing to lead us, and to ensure that
no foreign people have a right to control our institutions or displace us from our land.
We have the right to kick out all of the subversive elements within our nations and to
purify our land for the sake of our children, that is a right given to us by God, by Natural
Law, and even through international treaties.

Our politicians however, do not care about these laws and standards when it comes to
White nations; because they are trying to destroy us. Political prisoner and hero, Jesse
Torniainen, is rotting in jail in Finland for the crime of defending his comrades. Other
NMR men are behind the wire and under constant harassment for standing for their
right that Finland remain Finnish, for all generations to come.
While this ban might be a setback for the Finnish branch of the Nordic Resistance
Movement, it will not stop the march forward for a National Socialist world. By now the
System must know; you can harass us, you can slander us, you can jail us, but you
cannot defeat us.
We as National Socialists, in Finland, Greece, Slovakia, Sweden, Germany, the United
States, and around the whole world; will not cease until we have built a new world, one
where our peoples are once again free. There shall be no peace until our chains are
broken, because no cost is too great in this eternal struggle.
If the bombs of the Allies, the decades of occupation, the subversion of our institutions,
and martyrdom of millions of Europeans was not enough to kill the idea of National
Socialism, nothing can.
The Truth shall always triumph over lies, and the entire educational, political, economic,
and media institutions of the capitalist class will not be able to hide the truth for much
longer.
So to my comrades in Finland, keep faith my friends. A court cannot legislate the truth
away, the batons of the pigs cannot break the spirit of a committed nationalist, and
know that our ancestors look proudly upon us all. Continue to organize, continue to help
those in need, continue to give the youth a vision of the future we are building, and
never take a single step back. Knowing the men and women of the Nordic Resistance
Movement, I know this is exactly what they will do. Hail Victory and Hail the Nordic
Resistance Movement!
-Matthew Heimbach, NSM Director of Community Outreach

